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Secret towards being successful - Simple yet powerful rules.
Create your own luck. #Life
Thread - Take a printout & read it again & again in your leisure.
1. Invest some part of your income in yourself
It’s only when you invest in something that you have the motivation to make it happen.
You are determined by
~ The quality of work you’ll produce
~ The level of happiness you’ll have
~ The quality of leaders you build
2. Invest at Least 80 Percent of Your “Off” Time into Learning
The world’s most successful people are intense learners. They are hard readers. They know
that what they know determines how well they see the world.
Stop consuming junk media.
Read right & build your own content.
3. Don’t Work for Money, Work to Learn. Money is an outcome.
Wealthy & happy people work to learn. Unsuccessful & unhappy people work primarily for
money.
Only 20 percent of your energy should be spent doing your actual work. Spend rest on
learning, improving self, & resting.
4. Don’t Learn for Fun, Learn to Create Value. Value attracts everyone.
It takes wisdom to determine

~ What you should learn
~ Why you should learn it
~ When you should learn it
Learn, Relearn, Erase, Learn, Relearn. Be dynamic.
Find, Build & Lead your own content.
5. Invest at Least 10 Percent of Your Income Into avenues That Will Generate More Money
The best time to plant a tree was 20 years ago. The best time to start investing was always in
the past.
Tomorrow doesn’t exist for people who don’t do something today.
6. Shift Your Motivation From Getting to Giving. Give more!!
The world gives to the givers & takes from the takers.
Know whom to give, what to give, when to give, why to give.
The meaning of life is to find your gift, the purpose of life is to give it away.
7. Openly Acknowledge How Dependent You Are on Other People - Stay teachable, be a
dynamic learner.
Just because your primary motivation is to give doesn’t mean you don’t also seek a lot of
help.
Be a learner in every moment. Never ever be a perfectionist. Be dynamic.
8. Create "Win Win" strategic partnerships to achieve bigger goals. Moving ahead together as
a team is important.
Most people are in a state of competition rather than collaboration.
Collaboration is a much much higher level than competition.
9. Dream big & set bigger goals. Face Your Fears. Challenge yourself.
When you set bigger goal, you'd think very differently about your daily behaviors.

You’d be more serious in all aspects of your life.
You’d eliminate limited thinking and consumptive distractions.
10. Selling is very important. Be very good at marketing.
Marketing is nothing more than applied psychology.
It’s about connecting with people, persuading them, and helping them.
11. Never Focus on Time, Effort & Money. Focus on Results Instead.
Most people don’t think in terms of results because their security is in a salary check.
However, when you shift your focus from how little you can do to how much you can do, you
change how you work
Read again
12. Shift Your environments regularly.
The environments you work in should reflect the work you’re doing.
Doing several types of work in the same environment is ineffective.
Be dynamic.....be very dynamic. Travel often, meet new people, change your ways of working
often.
13. Be very very specific & clear in defining “Wealth” and “Success” for Yourself.
Success and wealth are not all about money.
Money, obviously, is very important. It solves a lot of problems.
" But money is a tool. It’s a means to an end. "
Read again....
14. Be Firm. Have a Firm Stand, It Becomes Your Brand.

Only people with firm stand get really, really good at marketing.
They care enough about their message to get it out there. They realize that the "how" is just
as important as the "what" and "why".
15. Be yourself.
Build ur own identity. U are ur own brand.
Believe in urself, create ur own boundary of respect.
Do not look towards the outside world for support, for approval.
The real meaning lies in being real, staying humble & touching the lives of everyone in a +ve
way
16. Do it now.
If you don't want to do it now, you actually don't want to do it ever.
If you are dreaming about it, you have to actually do it and DO IT NOW.
17. Read the entire thread once more, take a print out and understand the gist.
Create your own luck. Be your own luck. Build luck of everyone connected with you.
#Life
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